Reorganization of brain functional small-world networks during finger movements.
A functional measure of brain organization is the efficiency of functional connectivity. The degree of functional connectivity can differ during a task compared to the rest, and to study this issue, we investigated the functional connectivity networks in healthy subjects during a simple, right-handed, sequential finger-tapping task using graph theoretic measures. EEGs were recorded from 58 channels in 15 healthy subjects at rest and during a motor task. We estimated mutual information values of wavelet coefficients to create an association matrix between EEG electrodes and produced a series of adjacency matrices or graphs, A, by thresholding with network cost. These graphs are called small-world networks, and we assessed their efficiency measures. We found economical small-world properties in brain functional connectivity networks in the alpha and beta band networks. The efficiency of the brain networks was enhanced during the task in the beta band networks, but not in the alpha band networks. A regional efficiency analysis during the task showed that the bilateral primary motor and left sensory areas showed increased nodal efficiency, Enodal, whereas decreased Enodal was found over the posterior parietal areas. The present study provides evidence for the reorganization of brain functional connectivity networks in a motor task with the greatest increase in Enodal in motor executive areas.